
Noble Eightfold Path 
 

In Buddhist symbolism, the Noble Eightfold Path is often represented by means of the dharma 

wheel, whose eight spokes represent the eight elements of the path. 

 

 
 

Wisdom (Sanskrit: prajñā, Pāli: paññā) (insight) 

1. Right view (understanding) 

2. Right intention (aspiration, vow) 

  

Ethical conduct (Sanskrit: śīla, Pāli: sīla) (precepts, morality) 

3. Right speech  

4. Right action  

5. Right livelihood  

  

Concentration (Sanskrit and Pāli: samādhi) (mental development) 

6. Right effort  

7. Right mindfulness  

8. Right concentration  (meditation) 

 

---------- 

 

http://www.euronet.nl/~advaya/patipada.htm 

 

In Advayavada Buddhism, the Noble Eightfold Path is understood dynamically as a fully 

autonomous, creative and non-prescriptive process of progressive insight, reflecting in human 

terms wondrous overall existence becoming over time, and is composed of  

(1) our very best (Pali: samma, Sanskrit: samyak) comprehension or insight followed by  

(2) our very best resolution or determination,  

(3) our very best enunciation or definition (of our intention),  

(4) our very best disposition or frame of mind,  

(5) our very best implementation or realization,  

(6) our very best effort or commitment,  

(7) our very best observation, reflection or evaluation and self-correction, and  

(8) our very best meditation or concentration towards an increasingly real experience of samadhi, 

which brings us to a yet better comprehension or insight, and so forth.  

 

Adherence to the Five Precepts and a well-considered understanding of the Four Noble Truths 

suffice to start off on the Path at any time. Nirvana is, in Advayavada Buddhism, the total 

extinction of suffering as a result of our complete reconciliation with reality as it truly is.  



 

In all of the elements of the noble eightfold path, the word “Right” is a translation of the word 

samyañc (Sanskrit) or sammā (Pāli), which denotes completion, togetherness, and coherence, 

and which can also carry the sense of “perfect” or “ideal.”  

 

What does “Right” mean? (list generated from two different classes) 

 

perfect, perfected  

complete, thorough, full  

our best ability 

best intention 

positive 

wholistic, wholesome, whole-hearted  

healthy  

sound  

integral, integrated  

authentic  

honest  

proper  

ethical, moral, following precepts  

non-exploitive, non-destructive, non-harming  

not generating harmful karma  

expedient, skillful, effective, successful 

aligned with one’s being, in harmony with one’s being (Buddha nature)  

aligned with inner guide 

compassionate  

open 

wise 

unobstructed by knowledge 

out of head/ego, into heart 

beneficial  

uplifting 

 

------------- 

 

Four Noble Truths 
 

1. All impermanent things in life are marked by dissatisfaction or disappointment 

(suffering) 

2. The causes of dissatisfaction are grasping and aversion 

3. There’s a way to end this cycle of dissatisfaction 

4. The way to end it is to follow the Noble Eightfold Path 

 

Five Precepts 
 

1. Do not kill 

2. Do not steal 

3. Do not misuse sexuality 

4. Do not speak dishonestly 

5. Do not take in intoxicants 

 


